Kipp Gas Generator Now Used To Prepare Coffee

With a slightly modified form of the Kipp generator, the new Memorial Dining Service now brews its coffee in a manner suitable for the volume consumption of a technically minded patronage. The device, which has been made in glass containers whose general orientation closely resembles that of gas generators so familiar to Essex Institute students. The coffee beans are placed in the upper of the two connected glass containers, the water in the lower portion of the apparatus is heated by a heating element. Steam pressure forces the hot water up to the ground beans are巴斯heated and as soon as the liquid has boiled, the coffee is kept warm in the lower compartment until it is served.

SIX CHOSEN FOR STRATTON FINALS

Backenstein And Becker Elected By Combined Professional Societies

Six men competing in finals for the Stratton Prize were announced yesterday by the combined Professional Fraternities. They were: Samuel Goldstein, 25, in Course VIII, Chemistry; Henry Whiting, 20, in Course VI, Physics; Edwin L. Roberts, 21, in Course VIII, Economics; John T. Andrews, 24, in Course VIII, Physics; Maxwell Du Val Miller, 28, in Course IX, Chemistry; and Norman S. Prentiss, 23, in Course 11, Physics.

At the regular weekly meeting this week, officers for the coming year were also announced: Henry B. Backenstein, 24, president; Edwin L. Roberts, 24, secretary, and in addition to the president of Society of Mining Engineers.

How the outcome occurred was impossible to determine. When the Stratton Prize was announced two months ago, Carew P. Bennett, 20, General Manager of Tech Shipping, was the favored man. Bennett was next in line for selection, but he would not be interviewed in writing if they were not deterred by the hollow glory to the author. Paul LePage, 22, professor of English, was well known to be well-to-do, but it was not necessarily known to what extent, but it was said that he could well afford his own edition of the book for Tech Shipping, but it was an opinion that was not shared. Bennett was the most likely man to win, but he would not be interviewed in writing if they were not deterred by the hollow glory to the author. Paul LePage, 22, professor of English, was well known to be well-to-do, but it was not necessarily known to what extent, but it was said that he could well afford his own edition of the book for Tech Shipping, but it was an opinion that was not shared.

50 AWARDS FOR BEST 1934 TECH SHOW ANNOUNCED

Masque, Honorary Society Of The Show Seeks Novel Musical Comedy

NEW AUTHORS' CHANCE

A fifty-dollar prize is due to be awarded at the 1935 Masque show, where the author of the best short novel, submitted for the Tech Show, will be announced. The rules for the award are as follows: Any student who is a member of any of the two hundred and fifty members who are eligible to win the prize may submit a novel for consideration, although the work must be submitted by the student himself. The novel must be at least 30,000 words long and should be submitted in a single volume. The deadline for submission is January 1st, 1935. The decision of the judges will be final, and no appeals will be heard.

THREE TRACK MEN TO TRAVEL TO DURHAM

Belt Not Expected To Compete; Wildcats Strong In Most Events

Expecting a close meet, Coach Otis Redding will take a squad of 25 men to Durham, N. H., on Saturday to take on the strong University of New Hampshire team.

New Hampshire is strongly favored in the distance races, with Darling, Blood, and Pike entered in those events. However, the Tech team is in top form and they should make a strong showing in the short distance events. The Tech team, with the technology forces, has prepared a list of events that they will compete in. The Tech team, with the technology forces, has prepared a list of events that they will compete in. They will be expected to do well in the distance races, and they should also do well in the short distance events.

THE TECH REFUNDS 42 CENTS TO SUBSCRIBERS

One birth of the price paid for subscriptions to THE TECH will be refunded on demand at the discretion of the management. William Walker, Memory, any time from Monday to Friday inclusive, from 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. The refund is not more than $103,900 for the production of something. The refund is not more than $103,900 for the production of something. The refund is not more than $103,900 for the production of something. The refund is not more than $103,900 for the production of something.